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FROM THE DESK OF LEADERSHIP

SERIOUSNESS REQUIRED IN PURSUIT FOR DIGITALISATION IN UTILITIES

Recent trends, however, have not been very encouraging by
certain utilities who have been trying to twist some of the
vital parts of the SBD and have been trying to come out with
small projects on Capex mode. This would not only
discourage large players but would also create small patches
of digital islands resulting in sub-optimal outcomes, reducing
the competition, damaging the economies of scale, harming
consumer interest and bringing bad name to the program as
such. Hence these twists and turns tried by utilities are bad
in vision and are perfectly avoidable.

On the positive note, about 30 million meters are under
bidding, mostly on RDSS route through SBD. These tenders
must go ahead seamless without compromising on the basic
structure of SBD. We must understand that digitalization
program through smart metering is at decisive juncture and
if we together underperform this time, not only it would be
seen as less than desired commitment to the larger good,
but also would make us miss the last bus required to be
boarded for correcting age old underperformance in the
power distribution sector.

Interactions with investors, bankers and lenders have

consistently been indicating that there is a massive interest

building in these Financial Institutions to participate in this

transformation program and they are watching on how we

administer the program. It’s not that they want to do the

charity, but they see this as the next best investment vehicle

which has a large potential due to the simple reason that it’s

one of the most underinvested and under owned sector by

these Financial Institutions.

These macros indicators point toward need of owning the

program in true spirit, building it cautiously and taking it

forward with conviction to succeed collectively, as if the

program succeeds the power sector floats and we do the

justice to the every citizen of the nation in ensuring power

for all at the lowest cost.
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There are some ideas which get executed despite all odds

when their time has arrived. Distribution sector Transformation

through digitalization is one such idea whose time is now and

the process would happen irrespective of any scepticism or

apprehensions around it. It is just that if all stakeholders work

together, it would be more seamless and if the inertia exists by

entrenched stakeholders, it would just take more circuitous

route. This is imperative on account of some of non-returnable

and conscious commitments made by country toward energy

security and climate change. These include drive on

decarbonization, net zero emissions, commitment on power

for all and need for having a more resilient and flexible grid.

These commitments are non-negotiable and would

imperatively need to have a consumer interface which can only

be achieved through mass scale digitalization program. This

simply means that the largest ever digitalization drive which

shall touch every citizen of this nation is to be built up and

rolled out in the power distribution sector.

The Revamped Distribution Sector Scheme (RDSS) recently

launched by the govt. undertakes to build this digitalization

drive though smart metering. It has about INR 3 lac crores of

commitment from Centre govt out of which about 50% is

meant exclusively for smart meter installation. With Standard

Bid Documents (SBDs) on OPEX mode and other enabling

guidelines now being available, it is critical that utilities across

the nation must take if forward with zeal. There are some of

the vital components of SBDs which are hallmark and USP for

attracting private investment in the distribution sector. These

include a robust Payment Security Mechanism, Qualification

requirement structuring, Service Level Obligations, mutual

obligations on Termination and Exit, protection of developer

and utilities’ interest through balance of Risk and Reward. Non-

adherence on vital parameters would risk the success of the

program.

Mr. Anil Rawal
MD and CEO, IntelliSmart



India as per its NDC goal is committed to reduce its emission intensity per unit GDP by 33 to 35% below 2005 level by 2030. To

achieve this goal, India has taken the initiative to reduce the carbon intensity of its electricity generation portfolio. India aims

to install 175 GW of renewable by 2022 and 450 GW by 2030. Till date India has installed around 100 GW of RE.

With increasing RE penetration, India is now faced with issues related to grid flexibility, reliability, and security. At the same

time India is committed to provide all its citizens 24*7 access to power. This commitment is likely to increase peak power

demand considerably in the recent years. However, as peak RE generation does not coincide with the peak demand in the

Indian power system, this expected increase in peak demand beyond a certain level say 30~40 GW may also pose a challenge

of resource adequacy (along with flexibility) during peak demand hours. The difference between the maximum and minimum

demand is increasing and is expected to rise further.

The Indian power system is now faced with issues related to grid balancing, reserve requirements for frequency management,

increased ramp up and ramp down requirements (for about 40-45 minutes during peak hours are in the range of 500-600

MW/minute) and reactive energy support for voltage management. There have been instances when must run RE Plants (with

zero marginal cost) in some states have been asked to backdown for grid security related issues. The RE generation

curtailment in many such instances has been more than 10% of the installed capacity. Thermal plants have been forced to

operate at their technical minimum because of lack of demand during off peak hours but to meet the demand during peak

hours. These grid issues are likely to exacerbate with the increased penetration of RE as projected by CEA and increased

difference between maximum and minimum demand. These grid issues can be addressed through flexible generation from

gas based and hydro based power plants, but lack of availability of domestic gas and dwindling share of hydro power plants

(for various development issues) India has to look for alternate solutions such as energy storage. Similar grid issues because of

increased RE penetration are also faced by other mature economies of the world (USA, Japan, Germany, China, Australia etc).

Key policy measures undertaken by these economies can be summarized as follows:

Mr. Vivek Mishra has more than 34 years of consulting,
regulation and operational experience of Generation, T&D
and Material Management functions of Energy Sector
including Renewable Energy. He was associated with
cKinetics as Partner and Practice Lead and prior to that with
Meghraj Capital Advisors Pvt Ltd as Executive Director.

About the Author
Mr. Vivek Mishra
Founder & Director, Virachit Energy Consulting Ltd.

GUEST COLUMN

STORAGE SOLUTION PROVIDE AMIABLE SOLUTION FOR GRID RESILIENCE
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Identification of the need of storage and defining it as a separate
bidirectional source of energy and power (USA and Australia)

Mandating grid operators to maintain certain amount of storage for
meeting the reserve capacity requirements

Mandate for reducing curtailment of RE sources and bundling of RE with
storage

Strict norms for grid reliability and security (USA and Australia)

Separate tariffs for peak and off-peak generation for appropriate price
signal for peak demand support (China, Japan, Australia, USA)

ToU tariffs for retail consumers to encourage investment in behind
the meter storage.

Encourage new market opportunities for energy storage-like Capacity,
Ancillary and RE markets and (Australia, Germany and USA)

Financial Support or providing an appropriate tariff structure for cost
recovery Australia, China, Japan, and few USA states).

GoI has been proactive and taking measures to address the grid issues as 
these became visible

• Promotion of hydroelectric power including PSP for providing adequate
peaking reserves, reliable grid operation and integration of variable RE.

• Separate tariff for peak and off-peak power.
• Development of ancillary service norms and a mandate to CERC/ SERCs to

introduce standards and regulatory framework for ancillary services
required to support flexible, safe, and reliable grid operations

• Long duration energy storage would be required to meet the peak power
requirements, grid balancing and ramping up and down requirements

In continuation of Its proactive approach following policy and 

regulatory measures have been recommended

• Energy storage to be recognized as a special category of asset to be

par with the generating station which can be utilized as generator,

grid element and network assets.

• Long term assessment of demand for next 5 or more years to be

carried out by each state in consultation with CEA.

• Development of optimal generation mix plan (including storage)

for at least 1 hour interval duly considering resource adequacy,

ramp management requirement, peaking capability, minimizing RE

requirement and reserve margin for managing RE variability.

Under Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative, GoI has taken several bold reforms to

make the country’s economy self-reliant. In this context such storage

technology or appropriate mix of such storage technologies would be

required to be promoted so that the dependence of India on imports is

reduced. Further dependence on one storage technology, when the rate of

technology obsolesce is high, may not be desirable, particularly when the

equipment's long-term usage is envisaged. It would be appropriate that a mix

of different storage technologies with high technical and market readiness

should be adopted to reduce exposure to such risks and service disruption.



Currently tenders for ~4.40 Cr. Smart Metering Systems are running in the country. 
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TENDER WATCH

RUNNING TENDERS

State/ Region DISCOM/ Utility Quantity (Lakhs) Mode Due Date

Central & 
Western India

Power Grid 100 TOTEX 09.09.2022

Delhi
BSES Rajdhani Power Limited
BSES Yamuna Power Limited

50.00
OPEX (AMISP) 26.09.2022

CAPEX (Supply) 26.09.2022

Himachal 
Pradesh

Central Zone 9.48

TOTEX 13.09.2022North Zone 9.59

South Zone 9.34

Madhya 
Pradesh

MP Madhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitaran
Company Ltd.

9.57 OPEX 29.09.2022

Mizoram Power & Electricity Department 2.91 TOTEX 27.09.2022

Puducherry
Electricity Department, Union 

Territory of Puducherry
4.07 TOTEX 23.09.2022

Uttar Pradesh

PuVVNL 77.5

TOTEX 17.09.2022
PVVNL 66.84

MVVNL 79.16

DVVNL including KESCO 61.73

Consultancy Services for project management for
Smart Metering works under RDSS Scheme
Issued by: DGVCL
Due date: 20.09.2022

Appointment of SCADA/ DMS Implementation 
Agency (SIA) for Implementation of SCADA under 
RDSS scheme

Issued by: MGVCL
Due Date: 13.09.2022

Supply, Installation, Commissioning, Integration of
Feeder Data Monitoring System on Central MDAS
Issued by: AVVNL
Due date: 15.09.2022

Design, Supply, Installation and Commissioning of 
Smart Feeder Monitoring and Control System
Issued by: GETCO
Due Date: 26.09.2022

Other tenders towards digitalization of power sector.

Smart Meter Network



Power minister rolls out BeSMA mobile app for prepaid
electricity meters

Centre asks Telangana to clear power dues of Rs 3,441
crore to Andhra Pradesh within 30 days

In what could be a major victory for
Andhra Pradesh, Centre has directed
Telangana government to clear power due
to the tune of INR 3,441 crore to AP
Genco within 30 days along with LPS of
INR 3,315 crore as per the rules.

Power Grid postpones date of tender pushing obsolete
tech in smart meters

PGCIL has delayed due date of one crore
smart electricity meters tender, after
IANS reported that PGCIL is pushing
dated, obsolete technology that can put
Prime Minister’s 5G dream and
electricity sector reforms in jeopardy.

Power sector gets INR 25,237 crore for reforms

The Punjab Govt. has approved an action
plan of INR 25,237 crore to improve the
quality and reliability of the power supply.
The aim is to provide 24*7 reliable power
supply. Various infrastructure works shall
be carried out like commissioning of 94
new 66 kV sub-station.

Power shocks: DISCOMs need transparency

POSOCO, the national grid operator, has
debarred 12 states and a UT from buying/
selling electricity at the spot market as a
penalty for not clearing their dues to
generators. Such an extreme step has
again highlighted the underlying problem
in the power sector.

AP DISCOMs join Late Payment Surcharge launched by
Centre

AP DISCOMs have subscribed to the Late
Payment Surcharge (LPS) scheme under
which all power generator dues of INR
17,060 crore till 2022 are being liquidated
in one year in 12 instalments. DISCOMs
have already paid the first instalment of
INR 1,422 crore to in August 2022.

Installation of smart meters will curb power theft: PDD

To curb power theft in Srinagar, power
development department has sped up
the installation of smart meters across
the city. 58,000 smart meters will be
installed in the first phase. 48,000
meters had been installed, remaining
would be installed by October.

Smart city modelling partnership to explore system
planning platforms

GIS project management startup
Matidor and global built environment
consulting firm Arup have announced a
partnership to develop platforms to
support energy system planning and
analysis for smart city modelling.

DEWA analytics platform to enhance smart meter
management

As part of its smart grid programme,
Dubai Electricity and Water Authority
(DEWA) has launched a big data and
analytics platform with the aim of
improving operations and management
of the utility’s assets and smart meters..

Review Planning & Monitoring (RPM) meeting held with
States and State Power Utilities

Under the chairmanship of Union Power
Minister Sh. R.K. Singh RPM meeting
deliberated on several issues of national
importance in the Power Sector with
underpinnings of Sectoral viability and
Sustainability.

Union power minister R K Singh has
unveiled Bharat eSmart Mobile
Application (BeSMA) for prepaid smart
meters, which will facilitate consumers
to recharge their account and check
balance amount in almost real time.
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NEWS UPDATES

https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/power/centre-asks-telangana-to-clear-power-dues-of-rs-3441-crore-to-andhra-pradesh-within-30-days/93866566
https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/power/power-grid-postpones-date-of-tender-pushing-obsolete-tech-in-smart-meters/93866677
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/punjab/power-sector-gets-25-237-cr-for-reforms-426041
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/discoms-of-13-states-barred-from-power-trading-market-over-unpaid-dues-122081800930_1.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/andhra-pradesh/2022/aug/16/ap-discoms-join-late-payment-surcharge-launched-by-centre-2487961.html
https://www.risingkashmir.com/-Installation-of-smart-meters-will-curb-power-theft--PDD-114373
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-cities/smart-city-modelling-partnership-to-explore-system-planning-platforms/
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1848952:~:text=The%20Review%20Planning%20%26%20Monitoring%20(RPM,Industries%20Shri%20Krishan%20Pal%20Gurjar.


IntelliSmart along with EESL is at forefront of transforming the power distribution sector with smart meter

installation. We are proud that we have contributed successfully towards laying a strong foundation for implementing

critical infrastructural element i.e. smart meters that focusses on deployment of futuristic digital technologies that

include but not limited to smart grid, real time energy accounting, demand response, IOT based solutions, AI/ML

based data analytics & decarbonization. Major achievements of August 2022 is highlighted below.

10 Lakh Smart Meters Installed in Bihar

IntelliSmart along with its parent EESL has completed

the successful installation of over 10 lakh smart prepaid

meters in Bihar. The state had created history and

became first in the country to install smart meters at

this scale.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

ACHIEVEMENTS AND EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
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5 Lakh Smart Meters Installed in Haryana

IntelliSmart along with its parent EESL has completed

the successful installation of over 5 lakh smart

prepaid meters in Haryana. The achievement is

leading the way by perpetually pacing towards

digitalization for Haryana.

Smart Meter Installation Reaches 50,000 in

Assam

IntelliSmart has completed the successful installation of

over 50,000 smart meters in Assam on RF technology.

The team is targeting the successful System Acceptance

Test and operational Go-live (1st milestone) in

September 2022.

A month-long Table Tennis Tournament got concluded
with over 25 participants trying their skills on the table.
The Audiences sheerly enjoyed and cheered for their
Colleagues at their loudest. After multiple rounds of
closely contested matches, below players emerged as
the Champions.

Table Tennis Tournament - 2022 Independence Day Celebration

On the occasion of 76th Independence day, an

exclusive quiz contest was organized which had 10

teams participating from different locations and

employees came to office dressed on the theme of

tricolor. Award was given to best dressed male and

female along with the winners of quiz contest.

Winner – Mr. 
Anupam 

Shrivastava Runner Up – Mr. 
Satrajit Majumdar

2nd Runner 
Up – Mr. 

Gaurav Hooda



➢ ~84 Lakh meters of existing project.

➢ ~29.73 Lakh meters installed.

➢ National smart meter consumer
mobile app launched by Honorable
Minister of Power on 6th August
2022.

➢ Over 10 lakh smart prepaid meters
installed in Bihar

➢ Over 5 Lakh smart meters installed in
Haryana

➢ 50,000 Smart Meters Installed in
Assam

➢ 99.88% billing achieved in Uttar
Pradesh.

➢ Smart Meter installation work
started in the state of Uttar Pradesh

Haryana5.00/10

NDMC

Rajasthan

A&N

Bihar

UP

0.63/0.64 

1.25/2.9 

11.54/40 

10.04/23.5 

0.74/0.76 

Achievement/ Target 

Legend:

6.2 

Assam

Installation Started

Awards and Recognitions

Team of the Month – Assam Team, JUL 2022

SPOT AWARDS

Kuldeep Singh Bhandari - MIS executive, 
Lucknow

Piyush Pratap Singh - Manager – IT, Panchkula

Shahadul Haque Barbhuiya - Sr. Manager – IT, 
Guwahati

Shashank Tiwari - City In charge , Firozabad

Surjit Singh - Asst. Manager - Project Planning, 
Panchkula

Vivek Tripathi - Field Operations Engineer, 
Guwahati

INTELLISMART BULLETIN
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KEY DEVELOPMENT UNDER SMART METER PROGRAMME – TILL 31st August 2022

SPOT AWARDS

Balmukund Somani  - Asst. Manager -
Finance, Corporate

Manuj Garg - Field Operations Engineer, 
Haryana

Pranat Kumar - Asst. Manager - Operations, 
Corporate

Prithiraj  Das - Junior Manager - Purchase, 
Corporate

Ravi Ranjan - DISCOM Manager - North Bihar 
& Communication Expert, Bihar

Renu Kumari - Manager - BD, Policy & 
Regulatory, Corporate

Richa Gulati – EA to MD, Corporate

Sahil Gera - Manager- Bidding, Corporate

Shubham Attri - Field Operations Engineer, 
Karnal, Haryana

Samiuddin Mansoori
State IT Head -

Tarak Mukherjee
State Head

Rahul Dadhich
AGM- Operations

Shahadul Haque
Sr. Manager - IT

Mohd. Yusuf
Sr. Manager - Ops

Tamish Kumar
Manager - Ops

Amit Kumar
Asst Manager Ops

Swapnil Gogoi
Jr. manager - IT

Ashwani Kumar
Manager Telecom Ops

Ravi Kumar -
Field Ops Eng.

Vivek Kumar-
Field Ops Eng.

Nimansu Malik-
Warehouse 
Executive

Kumar Rishikesh 
- Quality Officer



IntelliSmart

IntelliSmart is a joint venture of EESL (Energy Efficiency Services Limited, A Joint venture of PSUs of Ministry of Power,

Government of India) along with NIIF (National Investment and Infrastructure Fund, a Government of India backed fund). It is

responsible for enabling implementation of Smart meters across the country. The focus of IntelliSmart is to drive efficiencies for

DISCOMs, improve revenue management, increase billing efficiency and consumer satisfaction. With our vision of creating a

digitalized & resilient power sector, through innovative technological solutions, IntelliSmart is well placed to determine future of

infrastructure.

Disclaimer

This material has been prepared by IntelliSmart and contains proprietary and confidential information. This material may contain

information sourced from publicly available information or other third-party sources. IntelliSmart does not independently verify

any such sources and is not responsible for any loss whatsoever caused due to reliance placed on information sourced from such

sources. The information contained in this material is intended solely for you. Any disclosure, copying or further distribution of

this material or its contents is strictly prohibited.

Happy to hear from you

Newsletter is meant to share updates, case studies, success stories and experiences with various stakeholders on regular basis.

For any suggestions/ queries/ inputs, please write to newsletter@intellismartinfa.in.

https://www.intellismartinfra.in/ https://www.linkedin.com/co
mpany/intellismart/

newsletter@intellismartinfra.in
@Intelli_Smart

Solve this Riddle

https://www.linkedin.com/co
mpany/intellismart/

Abhijeet Singh

Ajit Singh, IntelliSmart

Anil Garg, IntelliSmart

Ashwini Kumar Gupta, IntelliSmart

Bikranjan Kumar, IntelliSmart

Jatin Rai, IntelliSmart

Kajal Rajput, IntelliSmart

Rajendra Kumar, IntelliSmart

Sajan Goyal, IntelliSmart

Last Riddle Correct and Early 
Respondents

Find the Missing Numbers ?
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